
WALLANGARRA RIDING & PONY CLUB HELPER DUTIES 

Every family will be asked to nominate for a sub-committee. We understand that family members are 

busy but to have a successful club we need to share the workload so the ones doing the majority of the 

work do not get burnt out. 

Each sub-committee will have Co-ordinator who will report back to the main Club Committee.  

Each sub-committee is expected to meet at the beginning of the year to sort out their expected duties; 

who is going to do what and when.  A member of the Club Committee will attend each of the first 

meetings to assist in the setting up of the sub-committees. After the first meeting it is up to the group if 

they choose to meet again or just stay in contact via phone/email.  

The sub-committees are: 

GROUNDS    CANTEEN     DRESSAGE     SHOW JUMPING     CROSS COUNTRY     ONE DAY EVENT (ODE)       

RALLIES     FUNDRAISING 

Attached is a breakdown of what each sub-committee’s duties are to be. Please read through and see 

which sub-committee you would most like to assist with or would be the best for you time wise. We are 

envisaging that this system will assist in the smooth running of the club, sharing the work load amongst all 

club members and to give all families a sense of ownership in their Club.   

With the sub-committees in place there will only be a Canteen duty for each family 2- 3 times for the 

year.  There will no longer be a clubroom or grounds duty.  Each family will still be asked to : assist with 

rally set-up and pack-up and to attend 2 busy bees for the year -  many hands make light work  

On the 2014  Pre-Enrolment Form you will be asked to nominate your preferences for a sub-committee. 

Whilst we will try to accommodate everyone in their first choice this may not be possible, so it may be 

your second or third choice.  

CANTEEN  -    

Canteen managers:     

Managers will  

 keep an up-to-date stock checklist and inform what stock is needed for each event. 

 over-see general running of canteen at rallies - checking off roster, providing job lists etc. 

General Duties 

 Rallies - phone manager for shopping list - purchase fresh food items (Byford IGA); purchase FAL 

items; assist in food preparation; clean up at end of lunch. 

 ODE’s - phone manager for shopping list - purchase fresh food items (Byford IGA); purchase FAL 

items, assist in food preparation; clean up at end of day.  

 



 

 Events/Training days - phone manager for shopping list - purchase fresh food items (Byford IGA); 

assist in canteen (limited menu - toasted sandwiches, rolls, nachos)  

 Fridges - keep fridges stocked (cool drinks/water);  purchase new stock when needed. 

 

GROUNDS  -  

 General maintenance - eg. gate/fence repairs, painting, cleaning out of wash bay/horse bay areas 

 Equipment - Keeping track of equipment, updating Club Equipment Book, repairs to equipment 

(eg. tractor/mower maintenance,  

 Oval and Arena preparation for events - mowing, whippersnipping. 

 Clubrooms - cleaning out guttering, inside maintenance (cupboard doors etc.) 

 

SHOW JUMPING  

 Training Days - set up arenas, pack-up arenas, assist in running of the day 

 ODE’s - set-up main arena/warm-up arena , pack-up arenas. 

 Maintenance - on show jump equipment, keep track of equipment (liaise with Club 

Equipment Book keeper) 

 

DRESSAGE   

 Training Days - set up arenas, pack-up arenas, assist in running of the day 

 ODE’s - set-up arenas , pack-up arenas. 

 Maintenance - on dressage equipment, keep track of equipment (liaise with Club 

Equipment Book keeper) 

 

CROSS COUNTRY   

All work done under the guidance of Scott McNamee. 

 General maintenance of the course and jumps (eg. refilling takeoff and landing of jumps) 

 ODE preparation - eg. before event - flag course, measure course, number course, decorate:       

after  event - unflagging of course , take down numbers and fill. 

 Assist in building of new jumps.  

 



 

ODE’S    

 coordinators for Dressage, XC, SJ on the day of the event 

 Ribbons - preparation of ribbons for event, mark off ribbons received/ ribbons not collected 

 after ODE - send off paperwork to PCAWA, mail out ribbons to competitors  

 

RALLIES    

 Collect and send off any paperwork to PCAWA / give out to relevant committee member 

 Rally attendance - make sure all riders have signed in and follow up 

 Bins - clean out all bins - take down to road for collection 

 Clubrooms - sweep out, general tidy, check at rally end (eg. lights off, electrical equip. off) 

 

FUNDRAISING 

 Identify and maintain a list of potential sponsors/grants 

 Identify and assist in organising events for fundraising 

 Approach potential sponsors, both private and business, for the purpose of fundraising 

 Administration 


